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IRB consent
We must have informed consent from students for data collection

Consent form is digital and can be filled out anytime prior to 
students taking the pretest 

Students only need to fill out consent form once 

Students can be required to take pre/posttests for a grade without 
consenting to data collection for research purposes 
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Pre- and posttest example:
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Water flows from Tank 1 

to Tank 2. Select the 

correct velocity graph.



Pre- and posttest example:
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Water flows from Tank 1 to Tank 2. Select 

the correct velocity graph.

A, B & C: different implementation years; posttests 

increasing with instructor experience.



Pre- and posttest implementation:
Pre and posttests should take between 3-10 minutes

Pretest: composed of 3-4 questions about the module 

Posttest: composed of 5-6 questions about the module

(bank of possible questions provided on Workshop webpage)

These should be done in class as close to implementation as 
possible
◦ Please note implementation dates in your post-implementation form
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Motivational Survey implementation:
Motivational survey should take 10-15 minutes

These do not need to be done in class, but should be done 
within 24-48 hours of LC-DLM classroom implementation 
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Why do we need to collect this data?
This data allows us to study how effective LC-DLMs are at improving 
students’ conceptual understanding of fundamental engineering 
concepts

This data can also tell you (the educator) what’s working and what’s 
not in your classroom

This data is beneficial to all parties
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Accessing pre/posttests and motivational 
surveys:

Password-protected link 
on our website:

labs.wsu.edu/educ-
ate/pre-post-tests

Password is LCDLM (no 
dashes, all caps)
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https://labs.wsu.edu/educ-ate/pre-post-tests/
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Accessing Pre/posttests and motivational 
surveys:



Accessing Pre/posttests and motivational 
surveys:
Go to website:

labs.wsu.edu/educ-ate/pre-post-tests

Go through pre and posttests under “Workshop Sample”
◦ This will be available after the workshop is over
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https://labs.wsu.edu/educ-ate/pre-post-tests/


Pre/posttest questions:
WSU team is finalizing pre and posttest questions to be                                 
used for the modules, as well as the motivational survey                             
questions

If you plan on implementing before the beginning of                                     
October, please let us know!

A PDF of possible questions for the fluids modules (hydraulic loss and venturi 
meter) and a PDF of possible questions for the heat exchanger modules 
(double pipe and shell and tube) are provided under the “Workshop” page 
on our website.
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Grades for your course
WSU researchers can provide you with a list of student names + 
final grade (via institutional emails)
◦ Even a few points can incentivize students to take the pre/posttest 

and motivational surveys seriously

WSU researchers will work with anonymized data to analyze 
effectiveness of LC-DLMs 
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Questions? 
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